in determining the time pattern of program effects,  some of which d< rapidly and some of which emerge slowly.
Further limiting our ability to draw firm conclusions were the serious Problems of researchers in creating reasonable comparison g] and preventing sample attrition over waves of the data collection. These problems sharply reduced the number of studies we could reviei and put in question the reliability of the results of several others
As a result of these limitations, our coverage of YEDPA progranu uneven and not necessarily representative of over all youth program activity during that period.    In many cases conclusions about the effects of specific types of programs are based on only one or  two evaluations,  in other cases there  is no reliable evidence for any c< clusion of program effect.    In addition,  the quality of evidence vai sometimes supporting streng conclusions,  sometimes merely suggestin< the direction of program effects.     In presenting our conclusions/ therefore, we try to indicate the source of the evidence and the de< of its reliability, and we distinguish lack of reliable evidence frc lack of evidence per se.
A final limitation of this review concerns the very magnitude oJ YEDPA and Comprehensive Employment and Training Act   (CETA)  programs from 1977 through 1981,    It has  been estimated that  in 1979 äs much two-fifths of all Jobs held by black teenagers were in government employment and training programs.     Thus,  even when comparison groups were reasonably created,  there may well have been substantial amount of employment, training, and related effects from federal programs among the comparison group members.    To the degree this problem is serious and undetected in the evaluation data,  the participant-comparison contrasts will underestimate  the  impact of  the programs.
FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS ON PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION
The conditions under which YEDPA was  implemented severely con-strained both the potential effectiveness of the programs themselves reaching their objectives and the related research and demonstratior activities that sought to evaluate program effects and to create a reliable knowledge base for future youth programs.     Implementation w affected by:     (1)   the size and implicit duality of  the YEDPA servier research mandate;   (2)  the congressional and executive time schedules imposed on YEDPA program operations and research results;  and   (3)  tl instability of the Service delivery System due to fluctuations in employment and training policy,  regulations, and funding levels.    Tt combination of these three factors was significant  in determining th course of YEDPA at both the national and local levels.
The duality of the YEDPA mandate, which was  inherent in the enabling legislation, stemmed frora the Charge to mount new and very large Service delivery programs quickly and at the  same time to desi and conduct comprehensive research and evaluation.    Either of these tasks by itself would have been a sizable and complex endeavor;  take together they burdened the System not only by their sheer magnitude,

